Why Do I Like Using MLA International Bibliography?
I liked using this database because once again, it was so easy to use! But my favorite thing about this database was the “Topic Finder” button at the bottom right of the page. When you clicked that, the site shows you a visual of which words and subjects are most often found in your search result. I thought this was so neat! It made it really simple to see what the majority of the information was about. Another cool feature was the “Visualization” button. You could select to view the search results in tiles as well.
How Have I Used MLA International Bibliography?
I used this database to search for books on Indie Films. I love discovering new material on Independent Cinema because it keeps me in the loop on what is happening in the film world. This database would have been so helpful for my film course last year!

How Can I use MLA International Bibliography?
You can use this database by just starting out with the very basic, home page. It allows you to effortlessly search by keyword. From there, you can limit your search when you see what your results are. When you find what you are looking for, there is a citation tool! This allows you to easily and accurately cite your article or book to the proper MLA format.

Simple search bar makes researching less overwhelming.